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2021 GLOBAL SURVEY OF THE TOP 50 HEDGE FUNDS: FOURTH QUARTER MARKET AND PERFORMANCE UPDATE
The S&P 500 soared nearly 29% in 2021, nearly half of which was generated just in
the 4th quarter in spite of clear threats to growth. It was during these last 3 months
of the year when the gap between the index and the Top 50 Hedge Funds drastically expanded from nearly 5% to more than 18%. While most of the 50 sustained
their historical annualized returns, two basic factors drove last year’s performance
gap. One: the 10 largest contributors to the S&P 500’s returns were responsible for
more than one-third of the index’s total gains. Two: the reversal in fortunes suffered
by a handful of veteran hedged equity and global macro managers who had a long
history of consistent solid returns. This report will explore why this occurred. Note:
two thirds of the 4th-quarter gains linked to the index's top contributors’ were lost
during the first 7 weeks of 2022—before Russia invaded Ukraine.
by Eric Uhlfelder
25 Feb 2022

NON-FUNGIBLE SCOTOMA
“Reality cannot be ignored except at a price; and the longer the ignorance is persisted in, the
higher and the more terrible becomes the price that must be paid.”

Aldous Huxley
The Economist ran an article
in the beginning of the year
that made me scratch my
head. It likely tells us a bit
about the current state of
markets and investing.
“Ridiculous and cool. That
is the architectural brief for
a new office tower under
construction in the Crypto
Valley, a business district of
Decentraland, a virtual platform built on the Ethereum
blockchain . . . The tower’s

i

purpose—to provide office
leases for firms and event
space for crypto conferences.

depending on whom you ask,
ultimately generate revenues
of between $1 trillion and
$30 trillion.”

do not physically exist . . .
Further, scams, counterfeits
and ‘wash trading’ have
become commonplace.”

Gamers have traded pixelated property and other
digital assets for years. Now
the activity has been turbocharged by the growth of
unique digital artifacts known
as non-fungible tokens (nfts),
and by the hype around the
metaverse—an emerging
virtual market which could,

Non-fungible tokens, as
Reuters explains, “are a type
of digital asset that exist on
the record-keeping technology blockchain.” The news
agency reported NFT sales
was around $25 billion in
2021, “leaving many baffled
as to why so much money
is being spent on items that

The expansion of such
alternative universes recalls
an idea from Dan Brown’s
Da Vinci Code. In the movie
version, Ian McKellum’s and
Tom Hank’s characters discuss the artist's Last Supper
and agree on at least one
thing: people see what they
want to see—calling this

bias, scotoma.
Our vision is increasingly
challenged by trying to
separate what’s substantive
from what’s not. And somewhere in this haze formed by
various colliding “realities”
may be reasons why there’s
been substantial disconnect
in 2021 between the perfor-

mance of some very proven
and astute hedged equity
and macro asset managers
versus the market.
Seth Klarman, founder of the
$30 billion hedge fund Baupost, puts it plainly: “Against
a backdrop of relentless
money printing, a very active
Federal Reserve, and fiscal
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HEDGE FUND STRATEGY PERFORMANCE THRU DECEMBER 2021
Ranked by 2021 Returns
Strategy

1Q2021
Net
Returns
(%)

1H2021
Net
Returns
(%)

YTD
Returns
(%) thru
3Q21

2021 Net
Returns
(%)

2020 Net
Returns
(%)

3-Year Net
Annualized
Returns
(%) thru
2020

5-Year Net
Annualized
Returns (%)
thru 2020

Distressed Securities

8.97

15.73

19.09

20.35

Equity Long Bias

8.76

14.61

14.17

17.13

Collateralized Debt Obligations

5.99

10.65

12.51

16.25

-3.17

Asset Backed Securities

4.44

7.31

10.97

13.06

-1.83

Event Driven

7.30

10.90

10.78

12.35

11.12

Equity Long/Short

6.45

8.83

10.25

10.62

9.27

Multi Strategy

4.15

7.08

7.67

10.07

4.23

Global Macro

4.34

7.63

7.59

8.53

Asset-Backed Loans

2.21

4.08

6.71

Equity Market Neutral

2.55

4.76

6.18

10-Year Net
Annualized
Returns (%)
thru 2020

13.18

5.10

6.70

4.51

16.31

6.92

7.96

6.08

1.27

6.88

14.16

2.80

5.40

9.92

5.18

7.01

4.68

4.14

4.50

4.27

1.41

2.91

3.37

10.06

3.94

3.48

2.71

8.38

7.01

5.56

6.61

7.08

8.05

-1.29

-1.19

-0.02

2.00

Merger Arbitrage

4.77

7.34

6.98

7.65

9.18

5.23

5.41

4.72

Convertible Arbitrage

4.79

4.76

5.30

7.43

15.53

7.77

6.18

4.88

Volatility Trading

1.31

4.15

3.92

6.96

15.87

2.14

2.09

1.61

Commodity Trading Advisers

2.38

4.53

5.08

5.29

5.43

2.40

1.32

0.61

Emerging Markets

3.12

8.12

5.56

4.46

15.52

5.07

8.65

3.51

Mortgage Backed Securities

1.8

2.67

3.31

3.37

2.04

2.64

3.63

4.58

Credit Long/Short

0.57

1.98

2.11

1.38

5.18

3.20

3.77

3.63

Fixed Income Arbitrage

2.34

2.31

1.92

0.98

10.46

4.35

4.53

5.30

Credit Long-Only

-1.21

1.56

0.61

0.49

4.43

3.38

3.65

4.46

Fixed Income Diversified

-0.21

1.35

0.82

0.26

5.31

3.44

3.83

5.67

Top 50 Averages

5.41

9.23

11.06

10.43

24.20

17.26

14.81

NA

Backstop BarclayHedge Index

4.79

8.86

8.75

10.20

11.14

5.23

6.41

4.79

S&P 500 Total Return Index

6.18

15.25

15.93

28.72

18.40

14.19

15.22

13.89

JPMorgan Global Gov't Bond Index

-3.42

-2.56

-2.68

-2.54

5.55

4.18

3.36

3.63

Source: Backstop BarclayHedge. Source of Fixed Income Relative Value is HFR.
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NET EQUITY EXPOSURE—HEDGE FUNDS (GS)

books.” It was costly to be
long growth in crowded
TMT shares, and short value
positions hit many managers hard, explains Sbeghen.
“Highly priced growth
shares seemed vulnerable
especially with the likelihood that central banks
would raise rates while
more attractively priced
value stocks–which rallied
as economies reopened,
inflation soared, and interest
rates began rising–continue
to look more appealing.”

Source: Investcorp-Tages

largesse, many investors
have been lulled to sleep,
unaware of and unfocused
on risk. No one reasonably
laments having paid a modest insurance premium for
a casualty that didn't occur.
You don't hedge or insure to
achieve gains, but rather to
hang on to what you have. It
only takes one moment of
overconfidence, distraction,
or sloppiness to undo a
lifetime of painstaking compounding."
Digging deeper, Cedric
Dingens, head of investment
solutions and alternative
investments at the CHF 11.2
billion Swiss-based asset
manager NS Partners, believes many hedged equity
funds that struggled last
year likely failed to rebal-

iii

ance their books, especially
after registering remarkable
profits over the previous
years.
Moreover, he cites “growing
complacency with past performance that fed excessive
sector and stock concentration, a difficult shorting environment, failing to recognize
a swiftly changing macro
environment, the contagious
nature of rising uncertainty,
and discounting the value of
proactive risk management,”
as leading reasons behind
poor fund performance.
Dingens believes what
managers should be doing
during especially uncertain
times is to “pare back net
exposure and short targeted
indices that better corre-

spond to their actual long
risk while increasing diversity and raising cash, which
then can be redeployed into
more reasonably valued and
evolving opportunities.”
Marc Sbeghen, co-founder
and co-portfolio managers of the $400 million
alternative investment firm
Iteram Capital, also based
in Switzerland, says it was
extremely clear that many
managers were hurt by how
challenging the search for
Alpha was last year (see
chart on p. iv).
“Poor Alpha performance
can be explained by intensely beta-driven markets,”
explains Sbeghen, “that left
stock pickers struggling in
both their long and short

Macro managers on the
whole turned in a reasonable year gaining 8.5%,
according to BarclayHedge.
But Vincent Berthelemy,
cross-asset strategist and
portfolio manager at the
$7.5 billion global alternative
investment firm Investcorp-Tages, observed several prominent macro funds
were tagged by crowded
curve trades in developed
countries. “The steepener
trade in particular,” notes
Berthelemy, “was one that
hurt managers as some
managers misread the risks
of persistent inflation and
sharp policy turns.” (See
interview of Bob Treue, manager of the Barnegat Fund,
on p. ix.)

STRATEGY
PERFORMANCE
Hedge fund strategy returns
were even more dynamic in
2021 than they were in 2020
when most broke out of a
narrow historical performance range (see table on
pg. ii).
Distressed securities
enjoyed a second straight
strong year. In generating
average gains of more than
20%, distresssed was the
best-performing strategy in

2021. The reasons include
continued availability of
financing and liquidity,
spread compression, the
lack of compelling investment-grade fixed-income
investments, limited corporate failures, and the continued improvement of the US
economy that’s lifting most
boats.

spreads will likely expand
along with yields. At the
same time, fundamentals
and credit ratings may take
on greater importance to
investors.

Given the Fed is poised to
make a series of rate hikes,

With the market having
been up big last year, it’s no
surprise that equity long
bias strategies enjoyed the
second best performance
in 2021, up more than 17%,
after having turned in the

distressed securities may
turn more vulnerable as

top performance in 2020.
Beta-focused managers

2021 GLOBAL EQUITY L/S LONG & SHORT ALPHA
Long Alpha (Long Appr. – MSCI) vs. Short Alpha (MSCI – Short Appr.)

helped drive these returns.
The two biggest turnaround
stories in 2021 included
collateralized debt obligations, which gained more
than 16% after shedding
more than -3% in 2020. And
asset-backed securities
bounced back from being
down nearly -2% in 2020,
rising more than 13% last
year. Forces driving the
revival of these two strategies were improving financial conditions of underlying
assets along with healthy
liquidity and the search for
yield.
Equity market neutral strategies also rebounded gaining
more than 8% in 2021 after
having lost -1.3% in 2020.
The sharpest reversals were
in convertible and fixed-income arbitrage, volatility
trading, and emerging market strategies.

DATA
FORENSICS

Macro funds that lost money
likely didn’t have significant
exposure to rallying global
equities and commodities.
Source: Bloomberg, Morgan Stanley Prime Brokerage, data as of Jan 28, 2022

Nearly half of the S&P’s
28.7% gains of last year
were realized in the
4th quarter. This was when
inflation was taking off along
with rising fear and volatility as interest rates were
turning higher. As of the end
of the 3rd quarter, the gap
between the market and Top
50 returns was 4.9%. By the
end of the year, the Top 50
underperformed the market
by 18%.
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The Financial Times reported many leading hedge
funds lagged the market
“because they tended not
to hold large positions in the
small number of mega-cap
stocks that drove index
gains.” Many funds were
also hurt by sharp market rotations and shorting became
more uncertain, especially
when betting against soaring
meme stocks.

Reflecting unexpected
asymmetry, performance
of the Top 50 funds as a
whole was impacted by the
underperformance of 5 very
experienced fund managers: Cadian (No. 6), Tiger
Global (9), Element Capital
(17), Alphadyne (29), and
Barnegat (42). The Top 50
ranking is not based on fund
assets but five-year trailing
net returns through 2020.

down -7.4%, according to
Bloomberg. While its portfolio is thought to have extensive private holdings (whose
valuations are unknown by
this report), the fund’s yearend performance suddenly
moved inversely to the
broad market. More confounding, given the fund’s
size, it’s hard to imagine
recent trades were behind
this sharp sudden loss.

According to Howard Silverblatt, senior analyst at S&P/
Dow Jones Indices, pulling
out the top 10 contributors
from the market’s 2021
performance reduced the
S&P 500 total returns by 10
percentage points—from
28.7% to 18.7%.

And managers are equally
weighted in determining the
bottom-line performance.

Stripping out these five
funds from the Top 50 along
with the S&P index’s top
performers reduces the
performance gap to 3.5%.
It’s worth noting that these
10 S&P stocks have collectively given back two-thirds
of their 4Q21 gains as of the
third week in February.

10 Largest
Drivers of S&P 500
Performance
in 2021 and
their Market-Cap
Ranking
No. 1

Apple

No. 2

Microsoft

No. 4

Alphabet Class A

No. 5

Tesla

No. 6

Alphabet Class C

No. 7

Meta Platforms

No. 8

NVIDIA

No. 9

Berkshire
Hathaway Class B

During its long celebrated
history, venerable Tiger
Global with $21 billion in
assets had only a limited
number of down years. And
through October, Chase
Coleman’s flagship fund was
up 13% only to end the year

This certainly doesn’t miti-

VALUE VS. GROWTH RELATIVE PERFORMANCE

gate the 2021 performance
of this survey’s select funds.
But it largely explains the
deviation between the two
benchmarks. It also makes
the point that some proven
veteran asset managers
made uncharacteristic mistakes during key inflection
points. Only these PMs can
explain why this happened.

THE TOP 10
AND BEYOND
The top 10 funds also
revealed softness. These
leading funds’ 2020 returns
were even stronger than
their 5-year trailing annualized returns through 2020,
which determined their
rankings. Further, these
funds have been around
for a while. Their average

age was more than a dozen
years during which time they
had consistently generated
market-like returns with significantly less risk and low
market correlation.
But 7 of these 10 funds
experienced a thorough
reversal of fortunes in 2021.
Two barely registered gains;
the other five lost money
with two of the five having
declined by more than 30%.
The common thread of
these 7 funds : they were all
hedged equity. But with the
market having been up nearly 30% in 2021, odds were
these funds should have
enjoyed a decent year.
Two proven global macro
funds also had lousy years:
Element Capital lost nearly
9% and Alphadyne collapsed by more than 21%.
However, the vast majority
of the Top 50 generally kept
pace with their historical
returns.
Three funds in the top 10
generated strong returns
in 2021, led by the macro
specialist Haidar Jupiter (7),
which had one its best years
ever during its nearly two
decades in business having
soared by nearly 70%.

No. 10 UnitedHealth 		
Group
No. 13 Home Depot
Source: S&P/Dow Jones Indices
Source: Investcorp-Tages
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Millstreet Credit (4), which
has been around for more
than a decade focusing on
sub-investment grade debt,
backed up a strong 2020,
when it rose 21.4%, by gain-

“Growing complacency with past performance

that fed excessive sector and stock concentration, a
difficult shorting environment, failing to recognize
a swiftly changing macro environment, the contagious nature of rising uncertainty, and discounting
the value of proactive risk management, were leading reasons behind poor fund performance.”
- Cedric Dingens, NS Partners

ing more than 20% in 2021,
matching it’s 5-year trailing
returns. The fund’s idiosyncratic investment approach
continued to deliver uncorrelated gains compared to
its benchmark while controlling risk.
Especially noteworthy about
Millstreet is that it delivered
these returns while having
lowered its net exposure
over the year from 58.7%
to 46.3%. The reason: the
team saw valuations having
become stretched across
most asset classes. “Seeing significant froth across
asset markets,” comanagers
Craig M. Kelleher and Brian
D. Connolly “believe the
Partnership is better served
with a lower net exposure in
the current environment.”
Also intriguing is that other
funds in the Top 50 that
significantly outpaced their
2020 returns in 2021 were

not developed market equity
long-short funds. They included:
No. 12 MAK One — Opportunistic distressed and equity
No. 14 Legion Partners —
Small-cap activist
No. 22 Waha MENA Equity —
Emerging markets
No. 28 FengHe Asia —
Emerging markets
No. 35 Owl Creek Credit Opportunities — Event driven
No. 40 John Street Capital
Vantage — Systematic macro
No. 43 Blue Diamond
Non-Directional — Statistical
arbitrage
No. 49 Arena Special Opportunities — Special debt
opportunities

Equity market neutral Anson
Investments stands alone in
not only having an extraordinary 2020, when it gained
44.5%, but then delivered
an equally impressive 45.5%
gain in 2021.
Venerable multistrategy

funds Citadel Wellington (19)
and DE Shaw Composite
(30) both turned in strong
years that significantly outpaced their trailing 5-year
net annualized returns
through 2020.

2021 FEATURED
FUNDS
To dig deeper into the
performance of the Top 50,
I revisited the five funds that
were profiled in last year’s
survey. This review provides
a detailed look at what was
driving the success of most
of the Top 50 funds—including two hedged equity
shops--and the challenges
a handful of funds faced in
2021. Managers also shared
their thoughts about what
may lay ahead for the rest of
2022.
A newcomer to the survey,
launched more than 6 years,
is North Peak Capital (2).
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Though a number of funds
that run concentrated books
got hit last year, North Peak
showed it was possible to
continue to succeed by
maintaining a deep conviction to a handful of stocks.
The fund returned more
than 20% percent in 2021.
The same reasons why the
fund thrived over the past
5 years going into 2021 are
the same reasons it held
up better than any other
hedged equity fund in the
survey—a diversified book
comprised of less crowded
idiosyncratic plays. The
portfolio includes non-tech,
attractively priced companies—in business and web
services, finance, building
materials and home goods
that are value investments
poised to rapidly expand.
Abu Dhabi-based Waha
Mena Equity (22), a regional emerging market fund,
more than doubled its 2020
returns, rallying by nearly
one-third in 2021.

Portfolio manager Mohamed El Jamal explains
the region’s emphasis on
value over growth helped
performance, especially
the fund’s sustained bullish
stance on energy, with oil
having increased by 50%
last year. Other commodities the manager remains
positive about include urea,
phosphate, and aluminum,
which he believes will continue to be driven by multiple
tailwinds.
More broadly, Waha’s book
is also benefitting from the
continued improvement of
regional economies’ macro
balances and their above
average growth. “Many have
successfully implemented structural reforms to
increase non-oil revenues,
contain fiscal spending, and
continue to diversify their
economies away from oil,”
says El Jamal.
The manager is sanguine
about the year ahead as
increasing oil revenues are
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boosting FX reserves, regional liquidity, and economic growth. And he believes
this may make most of the
region’s value-oriented
economies, which are dollar
pegged, “a good place to
hide for emerging markets
investors nervous about
local EM currency in the
context of tighter monetary
conditions.”
Credit investor Arena
Special Opportunities (49),
which takes a disciplined
approach to eek out modest
but steady gains through
sub-investment grade exposure, delivered above average returns of 9.6%. That
was nearly 4 full percentage
points better than its 2020
performance.
Nearly two-thirds of Arena’s
gains last year were derived
from underwriting small
private convertible bonds
to emerging firms, including
those in the electric vehicle, fintech, and biotech
industries. This involves

The Financial Times reported many leading
hedge funds lagged the market “because they
tended not to hold large positions in the small
number of mega-cap stocks that drove index
gains.”
vii

negotiating the conversion
of the bonds into company
stock at a discount, and then
crystallizing the spread by
selling the convertible into
the open market. Those
transactions often include
warrants that further boosted 2021 returns.
“This approach limits capital
risk,” explains fund manager
Dan Zwirn. He explains this
strategy was bolstered by
“strong issuing demand for
convertibles, especially in
the micro- and small-cap
space where firms aren’t
typically supported by
investment bankers or sellside coverage.”
Real estate lending contributed another 15% to the
fund’s returns, propelled by
a strong property market
and secured lending against
performing hard assets.
While Arena’s book is predominantly long, it hedges
some risk by occasionally identifying attractive
relative value trades, e.g.,
going long senior debt and
shorting subordinated debt
(when similarly priced) in
the same capital stack of a
firm to which the fund is not
lending.
Zwirn thinks overnight rates
could rise above 1.75% and
10-year rates could hit 4%.
“The Fed has been behind
in responding to inflation
which we never believed
would be transitory. And

combined with high levels
of government spending,
we fear inflation will be
sustained or possibly morph
into stagflation.”
Rising interest rates will
increase the fund’s universe
of potential lending opportunities as the market experiences significant repricing
and increased stress.
“However, the fund won’t be
taking on more risk,” says
Zwirn. It will continue to
manage this factor by maintaining sizable cash balances, staying short duration,
and relying on floating rate
loans that are well collateralized. Zwirn still knows
if conditions significantly
break down, the fund won’t
be immune. But he’s projecting normal returns in 2022
from 8% to 12%.
G2 Investment Partners
(15), a small-cap focused
hedge equity fund, outpaced its 5-year annualized
returns by nearly 6 percentage points, having returned
nearly 22%.
After soaring 47% in 2020,
G2 was anything but complacent in 2021. In constantly reviewing its book, half of
which is typically comprised
of technology shares, the
fund did three things that
distinguished its performance from other hedged
equity shops that struggled
last year.
First, it reassessed its

Covid-inspired holdings it
added in 2020 to benefit
from the new world that had
been forced upon us. G2
sold off shares it believed
had thrived primarily due to
lockdown and maintained
positions it believed would
sustain growth beyond the
pandemic’s initial shock.
This is reflected in the fund
having significantly reduced
or sold 5 out of its top 10
long holdings and actually
ended up shorting several of its former top long
positions which it believed
had become substantially
overvalued.
A current long example
includes a profitable online
car parts store. Portfolio
manager Josh Goldberg believes the stock will continue
to rally as an increasing
number of consumers opt to
repair their vehicles rather
than to replace them given
the soaring price of new and
used cars—a condition that
will likely persist for some
time.
A broadband play that
thrived due to the expansion
of services in smaller towns,
triggered by a Covid-driven
influx of residents from big
cities, will likely continue to
do well with the passage of
President Biden’s new infrastructure program. Goldberg thinks more demand
and money will be flowing
into these places to finance

“A twist on the lesson learned

from the Long Term Capital
Management mess, central
banks can stay irrational longer
than some investors can stay
liquid.”
- Bob Treue, Barnegat Fund

further broadband improvements.

were taken out via buyouts
or bankruptcy.

Second, G2 continues
to invest in smaller sized
under-researched and less
crowded investments that
not only thrived in 2021 but
shelter the fund against
the current selloff of more
crowded shares. “We’re
attracted by idiosyncratic
opportunities we discover
through proprietary research that identifies firms
being driven by their own
fundamentals,” explains
Goldberg.

The third factor that continues to sustain G2’s
performance is its active
portfolio management. This
helped propel its long book
(+19%) and its short book
(+3%)—contrary to what
many hedge equity funds
experienced in 2021. “We
succeeded on the long side
because of our research in
evolving small-cap firms,”
explains Goldberg, “and we
apply the same discipline to
shorting—diversifying our
exposure and limiting our
losses when these shorts
don’t pan out.”

This same focus on less
well-known companies also
paid off in many of the fund’s
IPO and SPAC trades during
the first three quarters of the
year. Goldberg observed
2021 was the first year in the
last 20 where there were
more public companies
than which existed the year
before, i.e., new issues came
to market in greater numbers than existing issues

The manager expects 2022
to be a challenging, volatile
year due to soaring inflation,
rising interest rates, and
uncertainty they bring to
markets. But he sees opportunities not only in his current universe of stocks the
firm tracks but also in solid
businesses whose stocks
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have been oversold and
where active insider buying
reflects a recommitment by
its leadership.
The Hoboken, NJ-based
Barnegat (42), the most veteran of all five funds profiled,
was the one that stumbled.
Bob Treue, the long-term
fixed-income relative value
manager went into 2021 with
a 20-year track record having delivered average annual
returns of 15 percent.
Treue has demonstrated
patience and commitment to

has been in for a while
involves being short British
interest-rate swaps and long
UK inflation-rate swaps both
based on 30-year maturities. Prices of these swaps,
that are marked-to-market
every day, move like bonds
in response to interest
and inflation rate changes.
There’s no currency risk because being on both sides of
the trade balances that out.
In 2021, the logic behind
this leveraged relative value
trade was simple: the fund

“Raising cash at this time will

enable managers to take advantage of dislocation that will
likely continue through this
year.”
- Vincent Berthelemey. Investcorp-Tages

well-conceived out-of-favor
bets pays off over the long
run, even adding to positions
as spreads move against
him.
By the end of last year, Barnegat was down more than
-12% because his book was
hit by spreads that continued to expand more than
they contracted.
One such trade Barnegat

ix

should benefit more from
rising interest rates (falling
interest swap value) than
it would be losing from the
eventual decline in inflation
(rising inflation swap value).
The manager expected the
Bank of England was going
to aggressively hike rates to
fight inflation, which ended
the year at 7.5%. Rising
rates would in turn bring
down inflation.
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But the BoE actually kept
rates around 0% for most
of last year and did not
taper quantitative easing.
As a result, the 30-year
interest-rate swap yield
fell during the year from a
peak of 1.40% to 0.80%.
Meanwhile, Treue’s inflation
exposure suffered because
the 30-year inflation-rate
swap rose from 3.13% to
3.5%. Barnegat was getting
squeezed on both sides of
the trade.
On Dec 24, 2021, the BoE
finally raised rates 25bps
and then again by the same
amount in February 2022.
The takeaway from this
trade reminded the manager of the lesson he learned
long ago from the Long Term
Capital Management mess,
but with a slight twist: Central Banks can stay irrational
longer than some investors
can stay liquid. Fortunately
for Barnegat and its investors, the fund keeps the vast
majority of its assets unencumbered to meet margin
calls and maintain positions
it believes will eventually pan
out.

LOOKING
AHEAD
Anthony Novara, Research
Director of global hedge
fund strategies and capital
markets at the $250 billion
Chicago-based advisory
Fiducient Advisors, remains

concerned about funds
straying from their established disciplined investment approach. “We believe
managers should embrace
the lessons of 2021,” explains Novara, “especially
not allowing outsized performance to alter risk management.” He believes taking
profits and rebalancing portfolios are two of the more
straightforward ways a fund
can sustain performance.
In seeing a more challenging
equity environment with
greater performance dispersion, Novara thinks 2022
presents opportunities for
proven hedged equity managers who focus on fundamentals. He also believes
global macro managers
can excel given shifting
yield curves and a dynamic
commodity market. And the
continued M&A activity may
likely benefit certain event
driven managers.
Globally, Novara thinks we
may see higher long-term
return prospects offshore,
especially in Asia and
emerging markets. “Investors may be fearful of rising
interest rates which typically
don’t bode well in EM countries, but rising commodity
prices may improve prospects and a steepening yield
curve can benefit regional
financials.”
Despite a new paradigm
shift triggered by higher

EQUITY L/S VALUE VS. GROWTH EXPOSURES VS. RETURNS
Factor Net Exp Difference; Value - Growth

MSCI World Value vs. Growth

reasonably valued secularly
growing businesses that can
take advantage of inflation,
while remaining short highly
overvalued securities. We
may likely see a tremendous
amount of capital destruction by the time this cycle is
done.”
Before we went to press,
a sampling of allocator
sentiment about a potential
Russian invasion of Ukraine
seemed to show limited investment concern as if it was
largely a regional matter.

Value vs. Growth: Global Equity L/S Factor Net Exp (lhs)
MSCI World Value vs. MSCI World Growth (rhs)
Source: Investcorp-Tages

interest rates which has already slashed nearly half the
value of high beta stocks, Investcorp-Tages’ Berthelemy
sees “fundamentals remaining robust and supporting

He also thinks event driven
managers can thrive by
targeting M&A and special
situations. And he believes
discretionary and diversified
macro funds can find ways

the 2022 and the 2000
stock markets. Valuations
are in many cases as extreme, and investor exuberance and retail participation
in the stock market has hit

solid economic growth in the
coming quarters.” He continues to recommend value
industries in this reflationary
environment, which should
further boost the prospects
of energy, financials, and
materials.

to profit from policy-driven
volatility.

similar levels.”

Specific strategies he
believes will excel include
equity market neutral, which
are well positioned “to deliver performance with rising
dispersion and greater diversification across factors.”

A less sanguine view comes
from the equity and distressed manager Michael
Kaufman of 12th-ranked
MAK One Capital. He sees
“many similarities between

Berthelemey also thinks
raising cash at this time will
enable managers to take advantage of dislocation that
will likely continue through
this year.

While he believes the current economy and the market benefit from improved
business models and faster
pace of innovation, Kaufman
fears the Fed will struggle
to bring inflation back under
control without causing a
recession if not a financial
crisis.
To contend with this outlook,
Kaufman “plans to continue
to own our cash-generative,

However, the global economics correspondent for
The New York Times, Patricia Cohen, recently noted:
“The fallout . . . depends on
how an invasion plays out:
whether Russian troops stay
near the border or attack
the Ukrainian capital, Kyiv;
whether the fighting lasts for
days or months; what kind
of Western sanctions are
imposed; and whether Mr.
Putin responds by withholding critical gas supplies from
Europe or launching insidious cyberattacks.”
As the last two years of
Covid has taught us, Cohen
cautions, “minor interruptions in one region can
generate major disruptions
far away. Isolated shortages
and price surges--whether
of gas, wheat, aluminum or
nickel--can snowball in a
world still struggling to recover from the pandemic.” ■
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2021 GLOBAL SURVEY OF THE TOP 50 HEDGE FUNDS: THIRD QUARTER MARKET AND PERFORMANCE UPDATE
Third quarter volatility ended up sending many trends sideways, leaving the market
and the hedge fund industry flat for the period. Meanwhile, hedged equity, macro,
and emerging market managers helped the Top 50 funds add nearly two full percentage points during the quarter. This select group outperformed the BarclayHedge average hedge fund return by 2.3% through the first 9 months of 2021, narrowing the amount by which it trails the market.
by Eric Uhlfelder
15 Nov 2021

MIND THE GAP

hike (see chart below).

A look at markets, allocator thinking, and how the Top 50 Funds performed through the first three quarters of 2021
A Dickensian sounding
article in The New York
Times caught my attention.
Written by the paper’s senior
economics correspondent
Neil Irwin, it started off
saying, “Americans are, by
many measures, in a better
financial position than they
have been in many years.
They also believe the economy is in terrible shape.”
This got me thinking of
other paradoxes.
The flagship gap--triggered
by consumer and corporate demand colliding with
clogged supply chains--sits
off southern California’s
ports with dozens of massive, fully loaded container
ships waiting to dock.
Then there’s the great macro divide: many economists
and asset managers see
inflation, which in October

xi

hit an annual rate of 6.2%
(the highest since 1990),
as more than a response
to economies reopening.
They are increasingly fearful of how far the Federal
Reserve may be falling behind the inflation curve. Fed
Chair Jerome Powell finally
announced a start to tapering the bank’s $120 billion
monthly bond purchases.
But as of mid-November,
Powell was against directly
raising rates, believing this
will not address the underlying issues driving inflation,
despite overnight rates remaining at crisis-level lows.
The Fed’s fear of letting
the bond market adjust to
a vastly improved economy since Covid struck
nearly two years ago has
created sharp imbalances
reflected most clearly in
negative real returns across

the yield curve. Fearful
of the recovery’s fragility,
European and Japanese
monetary policies remain
even more accommodating.
And the Bank of England
just spooked bond markets
on both sides of the Atlantic
when it suddenly yanked
back on a proposed rate

Ultra low rates continue
to fuel capital flows into
higher risk assets, keeping
the junk bond rally going.
According to ICE Data
Services, soaring issuances
has pushed the high-yield
debt market above the $1.5
trillion mark for the first time.
The Financial Times reported a record 149 companies
have tapped into the junk
bond market so far this year,
including the likes of the
cryptocurrency exchange

When market expectations and policy diverge
UK Government Bond Yields (%)

Aug

2021

Nov

Source: Financial Times

Coinbase and gaming
platform Roblox, the latter
paying less than 4% for $1
billion. (See table on p. iii.)
The gap between risk and
return on sub-investment
grade debt has rarely been
so wide, pushing bond prices even higher while major
equity markets continue
to rally, even after the S&P
500 has doubled since

March 2020.
Then there’s the polar
divide between the world’s
two largest markets.
Through September, US
stocks gained more than
15%, according to MSCI.
China was down more than
-16% in Yuan terms as local
authorities pursue actions
that have chilled investor
sentiment. And this perfor-
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HEDGE FUND STRATEGY PERFORMANCE THRU SEPTEMBER 2021
Ranked by 2020 Returns
Strategy

1Q2021
Net
Returns
(%)

1H2021
Net
Returns
(%)

YTD Net
Returns
(%)
thru 3Q21

2020
Net
Returns
(%)

3-Year Net
Annualized
Returns (%)
thru 2020

Equity Long Bias

8.76

14.61

Volatility Trading

1.31

4.15

Convertible Arbitrage

4.79

Emerging Markets

3.12

Distressed Securities
Event Driven

5-Year Net
Annualized
Returns (%)
thru 2020

10-Year Net
Annualized
Returns (%)
thru 2020

14.17

16.31

3.92

15.87

6.92

7.96

6.08

2.14

2.09

1.61

4.76

5.30

15.53

8.12

5.56

15.52

7.77

6.18

4.88

5.07

8.65

8.97

15.73

19.09

13.18

3.51

5.10

6.70

4.51

7.30

10.90

10.78

11.12

5.18

7.01

4.68
5.30

Fixed Income Arbitrage

2.34

2.31

1.92

10.46

4.35

4.53

Global Macro

4.34

7.63

7.59

10.06

3.94

3.48

2.71

Equity Long/Short

6.45

8.83

10.25

9.27

4.14

4.50

4.27

Merger Arbitrage

4.77

7.34

6.98

9.18

5.23

5.41

4.72

Asset-Backed Loans

2.21

4.08

6.71

7.01

5.56

6.61

7.08

Commodity Trading Advisers

2.38

4.53

5.08

5.43

2.40

1.32

0.61

Fixed Income Diversified

-0.21

1.35

0.82

5.31

3.44

3.83

5.67

Credit Long/Short

0.57

1.98

2.11

5.18

3.20

3.77

3.63

Credit Long-Only

-1.21

1.56

0.61

4.43

3.38

3.65

4.46

Multistrategy

4.15

7.08

7.67

4.23

1.41

2.91

3.37

Fixed Income Relative Value *

3.67

6.24

7.67

3.38

3.41

4.59

4.41

Mortgage Backed Securities

1.8

2.67

3.31

2.04

2.64

3.63

4.58

Equity Market Neutral

2.55

4.76

6.18

-1.29

-1.19

-0.02

2.00

Asset Backed Securities

4.44

7.31

10.97

-1.83

2.80

5.40

9.92

Collateralized Debt Obligations

5.99

10.65

12.51

-3.17

1.27

6.88

14.16

Top 50 Averages

5.41

9.23

11.06

24.20

17.26

14.81

NA

Backstop BarclayHedge Index

4.79

8.86

8.75

11.14

5.23

6.41

4.79

S&P 500 Total Return Index

6.18

15.25

15.93

18.40

14.19

15.22

13.89

JPMorgan Global Gov't Bond Index

-3.42

-2.56

-2.68

5.55

4.18

3.36

3.63

Source: Backstop BarclayHedge
* Source of Fixed Income Relative Value is HFR
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mance gap drastically widened by early November as
US stock returns surged to
nearly 26% for the year as
Sino shares have remained
unchanged.
Despite the broad sense
Covid-19 is finally coming
under control, we're seeing
disturbing infection spikes
among the large percent
of the unvaccinated as the
weather turns cold, leading
to lockdowns. That indicates we'll likely see another wave of the pandemic
hit developed nations this
winter.
In seeing stocks and bonds
(not to mention real estate)
at record highs, Yale economics professor, Robert
Shiller, recently noted,
“these three asset classes have never been this
overpriced simultaneously
in modern history.”
That said, Howard Silverblatt, senior analyst at S&P/
Dow Jones Indices, recently reported third-quarter
sales of the companies

comprising the benchmark
500 index hit a record high
of $3.3 trillion and operating
margins are still near alltime highs at 13.17%. At the
same time, 80% of the firms
are reporting earnings that
have topped expectations.
Michael Mauboussin,
a managing director of
Counterpoint Global at
Morgan Stanley and a
long-time well-respected
market observer, doesn’t
believe stocks are generally
mispriced. While there are
pockets of speculation,
Mauboussin thinks markets
have been acting rationally
over the past 18 months.
So while there are plenty of
provocative schisms, what
do they mean? Maybe tipping points? Maybe opportunities?
Said Haidar, manager of the
highly volatile and profitable
global macro fund Haidar
Jupiter (No. 7 in this year's
rankings starting on p. 7),
appears to have rallied from
these current imbalances

Debut companies in the US junk bond market reach
new record
Number of issuers

Source: LCD
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and dislocation, with his
fund having soared by more
than 70% year-to-date
through September.
The manager wouldn’t comment for this report. But
a clue about his exposure
may have been revealed
in his recent investor letter
obtained by Institutional
Investor. Haidar believes
the global transition towards renewable energy
has resulted in underinvestment in fossil fuels.
Along with rapid economic
recovery, this has contributed to significant tightness
in energy markets. Then
add supply chain problems,
rising labor costs, and other
issues. Together this makes
him think central banks may
be forced to acknowledge
high inflation is likely to be
less transitory than they
had originally forecasted.
And to this macro manager,
this suggests equities are
vulnerable.
Uncertainty borne out of
these and other concerns
may be why some hedge
fund managers are pulling
back a bit on leverage and
risk from their books (see
graph on p. v).
Appaloosa Management’s
founder David Tepper is
more blunt. “I don’t love
stocks. I don’t love bonds. I
don’t love junk bonds,” says
the hedge fund manager.
Not particularly concerned
about a crash and still substantially exposed to the

market, Tepper says he “just
doesn’t know how interest
rates are going to behave
next year.” And this is
what’s giving him and many
other managers pause as
the rally continues.

to receive “a boost from
rising multiples as emerging
market investors rotate into
dollar-pegged economies,
especially energy-oriented
MENA markets.”

Returning to form
United States

STRATEGIES &
FUNDS
Through the first 9 months
of the year, hedged equity
strategies performed in
line with the market. (See
Strategy Performance table
on p. ii.) Equity long bias led
the pack, returning more
than 14%, followed by event
driven funds (up an average
of 10.78%) and equity longshort funds (which gained
10.25%).
The biggest turnaround
from a year ago have been
asset-backed securities
and collateralized debt obligations, fueled by return of
credit confidence, an abundance of liquidity, and the
search for yield. While they
both ended 2020 down
more than -2%, through the
first three quarters of 2021,
ABS strategies rallied 11%
while CDOs did even better,
up 12.5%.
But the strategy that
continues to thrive above
all others is distressed
securities. “This has been
a remarkable period for
funds investing in struggling companies,” explains
Tilo Wendorff, managing
director of absolute returns

*Based on average quarterly growth rate for the five years prior to the pandemic. †2012 prices †Net private
domestic business investment
Sources: BEA; Haver Analytics; The Economist

at the $10 billion German
Alternative Investment firm
Prime Capital.

this year. Long credit and
fixed-income diversified
returns haven’t cracked 1%;
credit long-short managed
Wendorff explains the
gains of 2.1%. The primary
distressed rally has been
driven by the rapid recovery issue: figuring out interest
rate trends has been tough.
of the economy along with
And this was most evident
many of the same factors
that have propelled ABS and early into the 4th quarter when fund managers
CDOs. Distressed managacross developed markets
ers bottom-fed on corpomisread central bankers
rate debt most exposed to
from the US, the UK, to Austhe pandemic and shutdowns. And as the demand tralia. Bloomberg reported
for secondary and new debt substantial losses “show
offerings helped repair bro- how even some of the most
sophisticated traders have
ken balance sheets as the
economy rallied, the price of been caught flat-footed by
the rapid shift in sentiment
distressed legacy debt has
that has raced through
greatly improved.
markets.”
As of the end of September,
distressed funds were up
THE TOP 50
more than 19%, topping
Through the first nine
both the market and every
months of the year, the
other strategy by a wide
Top 50 funds have shown
margin. Wendorff expects
tremendous performance
the strategy to continue to
thrive as economies recover dispersion, ranging from
a loss of -20% to a gain of
into 2022.
70%. However, the strength
Credit strategies, however,
of the group’s overall perforhave struggled the most

mance is most evident with
26 funds registering double-digit gains compared
to only 3 funds logging
double-digit losses.
Supply and demand gaps,
dislocation, and confusing
trends may be the source
of opportunities, enabling
many fund managers to
uncover alternative, uncorrelated idiosyncratic
investments.
Waha MENA emerging
market equity fund (No. 22)
has benefitted from resurging Middle Eastern economies as they fully reopen
supported by high levels
of vaccination, rebounding
energy prices, and soaring
travel. The fund has surged
nearly 22% through the first
three quarters of 2021.
Manager Mohamad El
Jamal remains upbeat for
the near term believing
energy prices will continue to rise along with
corporate earnings. He
also expects valuations

His largest concern? The
gap between rising US
inflation and interest rates.
“Aggressive Fed intervention is the key risk,” El
Jamal explains, “especially
in our region where energy
prices are quoted in dollars
and our local currencies
are also pegged to the
Greenback. Fed decisions
are the most impactful of
all central banks, and if it
plays catch-up and starts
moving aggressively, then
this will likely shock financial
markets.”
Over in Asia, China’s disruption of markets and the
global economy has blurred
thinking about the region’s
near-term investment
prospects. But some active
fund managers are profiting
around the confusion.
Hong Kong-based Segantii
Asia-Pacific Multistrategy
(No. 48) is having one of its
best years in a while because of various emerging
opportunities. Year-to-date
through September, the
fund has gained more than
12%. Singapore-based
emerging market fund
FengHe (No. 28) is up
24.5%.
Chinese policy hasn’t prevented corporations in the
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Net & Gross Leverage (JPM)

Source: JP Morgan

region from being active in
capital markets and pursuing M&A in response to
the pandemic, supply chain
problems, Beijing’s market
interference, inflation and
projected rising interest
rates.
Asset managers are
targeting new listings and
secondary offerings along
with convertible and credit
issuances. They’re establishing positions in targeted
and acquiring companies,
and arbitraging the gaps
forming between legacy
and new secondary offerings.
Having so far effectively navigated this year’s
unique dynamics, FengHe’s
founding partner and CIO
Matt Hu doesn’t seem
particularly surprised by
the Chinese government’s
recent behavior. “Markets
have been shocked by
various policy announcements and events in China,
from K12 education reforms
to Internet crackdowns to a
common prosperity drive to

xv

the Evergrande problems to
power cuts,” observes Hu.
But he views “such changes
as normal and not unexpected.”
NY-based macro manager Said Haidar is far more
worried seeing China’s
“crackdown of numerous
industries threatening to
slow Chinese growth significantly, further weighing
on emerging markets.”
Back in the States, smallcap activist fund Legion
Partners (No. 14) was up
17.3% during the first three
quarters of the year as the
fund’s targeted companies
continue to rally with the
economy and adjusting to
an evolving reality related
to supply chain backlogs,
inflation, and anticipated
rise in interest rates.”
Managing director Ted
White sees dealing with
these matters as part of
navigating Covid. “We believe many of the changes
that companies have been
forced to make,” explains
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White, “are often simply
expediting what was likely
to happen further down the
road, demanding disciplined responses in making
firms stronger.”
One such response to
supply chain challenges is
diversifying the number and
geography of suppliers. In
addition to targeting suppliers in Central and Eastern
Europe and shifting deliveries to US east coast ports,
White also believes there
will be increased demand
for domestically produced
parts and products, in spite
of their higher prices. A
portion of these costs may
be passed on to consumers, but he does expect
margins to tighten. Overall,
White remains constructive
about near-term economic
and market outlook well into
2022.

LOOKING
AHEAD
European prospects
recently received a dose
of bad news with new
Covid-19 cases surging in
Germany that’s threatening
consumer demand and
further exacerbating supply
chain issues that have been
weighing on the country’s
industrial output. (The
Financial Times reports only
two-thirds of Germany has
been vaccinated.)
In response, the German
Council of Economic

Experts lowered its 4th
quarter growth projections
to 0.4%, a large drop from
last quarter’s 1.8% expansion. Being Europe’s largest
economy, this slowdown
will hit the continent’s nearterm growth prospects.
Neighboring Austria just
announced a lockdown of
all unvaccinated citizens,
which is an even larger
percent of the public than in
Germany.
Such COVID spikes may
temporarily ease inflation
worries, supporting the
European Central Bank’s
loose monetary policy. But
rising prices remains a top
concern globally.
Prime Capital’s Wendorff
doesn’t know if inflation is a
temporary or more systemic concern. If it’s the latter,
he believes it could create
more uncertainty and
volatility from which hedge
funds can profit.
Waha MENA’s El Jamal
takes some comfort in past
Fed behavior. “Every time
the central bank started
moving overnight rates
back up, they’ve peaked at
sequentially lower levels,”
observes El Jamal. And
each time investors have
panicked in response
to tighter Fed policy, the
central bank has backed off,
quickly stimulating shaky
growth and markets. “And
the stimulus response has
gotten larger each time

around,” notes El Jamal.
Some asset managers are
less optimistic about lagging monetary policy.
Vincent Berthelemy,
cross-asset strategist and
portfolio manager at the
$7.5 billion global alternative investment firm Investcorp-Tages, is less certain
of market response to
central bank policy playing
catch up with inflation. But
he thinks it might be wise to

sitioning leave little room for
error even in the absence of
major risk catalysts ahead,”
notes Berthelemy, “so we
prefer to proceed carefully with neutral exposure
across markets.”
Strategically, as dispersion
increases he favors proven
equity market neutral managers with wide industry
reach. He also sees event
driven managers well positioned to play mergers and

The strength of The Top 50
Funds is most evident with 26
funds registering double-digit
gains through the first three
quarters of 2021 compared
to only 3 funds logging double-digit losses.
start raising cash to deploy
when markets sell off. He
recommends to “be tactical
in risk taking, buying on dips
(especially value) & selling
on rips.”
But overall, Berthelemy
remains positive about the
broad economic backdrop,
anticipating further healthy
growth. Given the market’s
prolonged rally, he recommends staying defensive
with below average beta exposure. “Valuations and po-

special situations. And he
believes quality discretionary macro and relative value
managers will be able to
respond to evolving central
bank-driven markets.
Key to matters of global
supply chain and growth,
China is the other big
unknown. Noted economist Mohamed El-Ehrain,
now president of Queen’s
College at Cambridge, says,
“government actions during

the past few months (has
triggered) a real concern
about the investability of
the (Chinese) market.” He
surmises Western investors may be “treated as the
equivalent of a high-risk junior tranche . . . the first to be
hit by any shock.” El-Ehrain
explains the split in investor
sentiment with some seeing
the recent sell off as a rare
buying opportunity, while
others think this is the calm
before another storm.
In its recently released
2022 Outlook, the Economist Intelligence Unit
believes a property crash
in China as a leading global
risk that could trigger a
sharp economic slowdown.
“Chinese property giant
Evergrande has already
missed some repayments
on debt totaling about $300
billion,” states EIU, “and given exposure to the company across much of China’s
economy, its potential
default represents a serious
risk of financial contagion.”
It fears a string of defaults
across China’s real estate
sector could substantially weaken the country’s
banks, wealth, investment
and growth prospects,
potentially “instigating a
global economic downturn.” Commodity exporters (and we can assume
prices) would be particularly affected by a period of
much weaker demand from
China.

Concluding on an upbeat
note, accounting and
consulting advisory Deloitte
paints an especially benign
domestic picture. Senior
manager, Daniel Bachman
believes greater vaccination
should allow the US to continue to recover, stimulated
by pent-up demand across
consumer sectors.
The approved infrastructure package and the likely
passage of Biden’s Build
Back Better bill should propel further growth in 2022
around the same time consumer and housing demand
and capital investment
may begin to ease back to
pre-pandemic levels.
Bachman expects improved
productivity growth and
improving supply chain performance will help reduce
inflation pressures. He also
surmises unemployment
will continue to fall to around
4%, the Fed will likely hold
rates close to zero until late
2023, and long-term rates
should remain constrained.
So what does this all mean
for the various economic,
monetary, budgetary and
performance gaps? A
major event will likely be
required to narrow some
of these imbalances. But
over the near term, they will
probably remain with us
into next year--sources of
uncertainty, confusion, risk,
and opportunity. So probably best to mind the gaps. ■
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2021 GLOBAL SURVEY OF THE TOP 50 HEDGE FUNDS: MID-YEAR UPDATE

1 See pages 3-5 in the original report for the methodology used in objectively identifying the Top 50 funds. See pages 7-16 for historical data of each of these funds, including net returns for the first half of 2021.
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“Trying to time a market peak

is just as hard as trying to figure
a bear market’s bottom.”
- Jon Feeney, Investcorp-Tages

pension fund Employees Retirement System
Texas of Texas, voiced
much earlier in the year
when most observers
felt vaccinations were
going to turn the tide.
“While I don’t yet expect
a return to lock downs in
the world’s major economies,” he explains, “the
Delta variant is clearly

introducing far greater
economic uncertainty
and questions about how
we will escape the pandemic’s hold.”
Also, how long will debt
investors across all maturities accept sub-inflation interest rates before
demanding greater
compensation for lend-

S&P 500 QUARTERLY OPERATION MARGINS
AVERAGE 8.07%; Q2,’21 EST 13.56%
16.00%
14.00%
12.00%
10.00%
8.00%
6.00%
4.00%
2.00%

MAR-21

MAR-20

MAR-19

MAR-18

MAR-17

MAR-16

MAR-15

MAR-14

MAR-13

MAR-12

MAR-11

MAR-10

MAR-09

MAR-08

MAR-07

MAR-06

MAR-05

MAR-04

-2.00%

MAR-03

0.00%
MAR-02

However, stocks are not
booming around a Gold-

This is a concern Panayiotis Lambropoulos,
a hedge fund portfolio
manager at the $34 billion

MAR-01

During the first half of the
year, Standard and Poors
just released data show-

If one assumes inflation is
due largely to bottlenecks
caused by economies
reopening, then it’s likely
the pandemic will continue to affect work and
supply chains around the
world for the next couple
of years.

MAR-00

Last year, before vaccinations allowed economies to reopen, skeptics

Junk bond yields are
now less than the inflation rate. And Treasury
TIPS pricing continues to
downplay inflation risks,
with yields not much more
than their nominal brethren.

MAR-99

How does this thinking
apply to today’s markets?

But there’s clearly an extraordinary earnings story
going on in the country’s
largest companies.

Reasons behind these
numbers, explains Silverblatt, include enormous
consumer spending
unleashed by pent-up demand and a rising stock
market that helped
buyers ignore the impact
of rising prices. And this
propelled the market
to more than 50 record
highs this year through
August.

MAR-98

thought market momentum was largely being
fueled by massive liquidity, real negative interest
rates, and the sense that
investors had no place
else to go but into stocks.

MAR-97

I often like what Charlie Munger has to say.
One quote in particular
has stuck: “I seek good
judgment mostly by collecting instances of bad
judgment, then pondering
ways to avoid such outcomes."

“The economy’s rebound this year has been
stronger than almost
anyone predicted last
winter,” reported The
New York Times, “growing at its fastest clip in a
quarter-century …. yet,
it remains far from normal.” The story highlights
increasingly tough times
many small businesses
are having. An indicator
of this point and future
economic activity, the
Russell 2000 small-cap
index has been stalled
since early February
2021. (See graph on p. iii.)

MAR-96

A look at markets, allocator thinking, and
how the Top 50 Funds performed through
the first half of 2021

ilocks economy, but one
forged by extraordinary
monetary and fiscal
policy, and post-lockup
explosion in consumption
that’s creating a bifurcated recovery.

MAR-95

And The Band
Plays On

ing 87% of constituent
S&P 500 earnings beat
consensus estimates,
way up from the historical
rate of around two-thirds.
And Howard Silverblatt,
senior analyst at S&P/
Dow Jones Indices, adds
operating margins are
running above 13%--a
record high.

While believing “the backdrop for risk assets remains constructive,” Third
Point’s Daniel Loeb notes
“second quarter market
volatility increased materially with wild swings
in sentiment and factors,
which we expect to continue throughout the third
quarter.” So far in the 3rd
quarter, not so much.

MAR-94

by Eric Uhlfelder

The Times also found the
University of Michigan’s
Consumer Sentiment
Index suffered one of its
largest monthly losses in
40 years in August, driven
by the rapidly spreading
Delta variant and high
inflation.

MAR-93

The 2021 hedge fund survey published in June, which ranked the 50 top-performing funds over the trailing five years through 2020, found as a group they continued
to outperform their peers and kept pace with the market during the first quarter.
Through the 2nd quarter, the Top 50 again outperformed the hedge fund industry,
led by distressed securities and hedged equity managers. But a relentless bull market surged ahead, ignoring inflation fears, unanticipated rise in 10-year Treasury
prices, a flattening yield curve, and a rising dollar--factors that weighed on fixed-income, credit and macro returns.1

Source: S&P/Dow Jones Indices
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Russell 2000 (^RUT)
Chicalo Options - Chicago Options Delayed Price Currency in USD
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also priced to perfection.
In spite of its more defensive stance, the fund was
up nearly 15% during the
first half of 2021.
Takeaway: Allocators and
managers interviewed
acknowledge the conundrum: asset prices well
beyond reasonable and
the need to keep up with
the relentless bull run.

PERFORMANCE
All that said, the reopening play that’s been
driving stocks this year
continued at a rabid
pace through the second
quarter of 2021. The S&P
500 is up more than 15%
during the first six months
of the year--and 21.6%
through August.

The robust market helped
hedged equity funds,
which all generated
healthy returns. Equity
long bias fared nearly as
well as the market, gaining 14.6% through June.
Event driven rose nearly
11%, equity long-short
gained 8.8%, and emerging markets returned
more than 8%.

Small-cap equity activist
fund Legion Partners (No.
14) gained more than 28%
as the fortunes of its more
obscure turnaround plays
continued to rally after
getting smacked hard
during last year’s sell-off
when the fund’s book lost
one-third of its value in
the first quarter of 2020.
(See pages 7-16 for mid-
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HEDGE FUND STRATEGY PERFORMANCE: Thru June 2021
Ranked by 2020 Returns
Strategy

1Q2021 Net
Returns (%)

1H2021 Net
Returns (%)

Equity Long Bias

8.76

Volatility Trading

1.31

Convertible Arbitrage

4.79

Source: Yahoo Finance

ing money, especially to
the most vulnerable risk
assets? Ultra-low rates
have kept many troubled
companies afloat, constraining bankruptcies
and investment losses
from hitting the rest of the
economy.
This is more than an
academic concern as
the fortunes of the stock
market are linked to the
performance of the debt
market.
But as Jon Feeney, head
of tactical strategies at
Investcorp-Tages, which
manages $7.5 billion in
alternative investments,
so aptly puts it: “Pessimism has an intellectual
appeal that can misread

xix

the opportunities that are
right in front of us.”

ALLOCATORS
For allocators trying
to calibrate exposure,
2021 has been a more
challenging year than
2020, says Cedric Dingens, head of investment
solutions and alternative
investments at the CHF
11.2 billion asset manager
Notz Stucki. “After the
sudden sell off in March
2020 and massive central
bank and government
response,” explains
Dingens, “there was an
argument for bullishness.
Now it’s more difficult
to distinguish between
sustainable trends and
sentiment.”

A foreign headwind
Dingens is particularly concerned about is
coming out of China, with
increasing regulations
over IPOs and technology
companies. This has sent
mainland shares tumbling. And he thinks this
portends more near-term
problems for Chinese
stocks.

and multistrategy managers. Sbeghen, sees a
slew of risks that keeps
Iteram cautious, including
stretched monetary policy, inflation, leverage, and
a fourth wave of Covid-19.
Seeing less robust European profits, he questions the sustainability
of strong US corporate
earnings growth.

Marc Sbeghen, co-founder and co-portfolio managers of the Swiss-based
alternative investment
Iteram Capital, shares
Dingens’ broad sentiment.
The firm, with AUM of
over $400 million, tends
to be defensive, relying
on discretionary global
macro, systematic CTAs,

Craig Kelleher, co-manager of Millstreet Credit
(No. 4 in this year’s survey), believes fundamentals will eventually win
out. When? He doesn’t
know. But the fund is
running at the same low
net exposure, 50%, as it
did in early 2020 when it
feared a market that was

2020 Net
Returns (%)

3-Year Net
Annualized
Returns (%)
thru 2020

5-Year Net
Annualized
Returns (%)
thru 2020

10-Year Net
Annualized
Returns (%)
thru 2020

14.61

16.31

4.15

15.87

6.92

7.96

6.08

2.14

2.09

4.76

1.61

15.53

7.77

6.18

4.88

Emerging Markets

3.12

8.12

15.52

5.07

8.65

3.51

Distressed Securities

8.97

15.73

13.18

5.10

6.70

4.51

Event Driven

7.30

10.90

11.12

5.18

7.01

4.68

Fixed Income Arbitrage

2.34

2.31

10.46

4.35

4.53

5.30

Global Macro

4.34

7.63

10.06

3.94

3.48

2.71

Equity Long/Short

6.45

8.83

9.27

4.14

4.50

4.27

Merger Arbitrage

4.77

7.34

9.18

5.23

5.41

4.72

Asset-Backed Loans

2.21

4.08

7.01

5.56

6.61

7.08

Commodity Trading Advisers

2.38

4.53

5.43

2.40

1.32

0.61

Fixed Income Diversified

-0.21

1.35

5.31

3.44

3.83

5.67

Credit Long/Short

0.57

1.98

5.18

3.20

3.77

3.63

Credit Long-Only

-1.21

1.56

4.43

3.38

3.65

4.46
3.37

Multi Strategy

4.15

7.08

4.23

1.41

2.91

Fixed Income Relative Value *

3.67

6.24

3.38

3.41

4.59

4.41

Mortgage Backed Securities

1.8

2.67

2.04

2.64

3.63

4.58

Equity Market Neutral

2.55

4.76

-1.29

-1.19

-0.02

2.00

Asset Backed Securities

4.44

7.31

-1.83

2.80

5.40

9.92

Collateralized Debt Obligations

5.99

10.65

-3.17

1.27

6.88

14.16

Top 50 Averages

5.41

9.23

24.20

17.26

14.81

NA

Backstop BarclayHedge Index

4.79

8.86

11.14

5.23

6.41

4.79

S&P 500 Total Return Index

6.18

15.25

18.40

14.19

15.22

13.89

JPMorgan Global Gov't Bond Index

-3.42

-2.56

5.55

4.18

3.36

3.63

Source: Backstop BarclayHedge
* Source of Fixed Income Relative Value is HFR
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year returns for each of
the Top 50 funds.)
Top-ranked Sosin Partners, an equity long bias
fund, climbed 27.6%
during the first six months

substantially from exploiting near-term idiosyncratic short opportunities
related to meme stock
mispricing.

icant chance of seeing
the Fed shift rates higher,
especially as government
spending is set to rise
sharply.

Most other hedge fund

LOW HIGH
YIELDS

“We are seeing liquidity in the
absence of solvency.”
- Dan Zwirn, Arena Special Opportunities

of the year. Emerging
Markets Asian fund,
FengHe Asia (No.28) rose
21%. And Waha MENA
(No. 22), a Middle-East
North African emerging
market hedged equity
fund, increased by nearly
15%.
The biggest surprise is
the performance of equity
market neutral fund Anson Investments (No. 26).
In returning 36% during
the first half of the year,
it doubled the market’s
return. Remarkable,
considering this balanced
strategy's average return
was just 4.8% over this
period.
Amin Nathoo, co-portfolio
manager, explains the
fund has realized strong
long gains from PIPEs and
convertible debt financing. It has also profited
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strategies, however,
delivered far more modest returns in the lowand middle single digits,
reflecting challenges and
concerns many managers
are seeing.
One manager who has no
problem generating small
steady gains is Dan Zwirn.
His Arena Special Opportunities fund (No. 49) was
up 4.9% through June.
While he sees plenty of
opportunity, he’s concerned about bank debt
being grossly overpriced,
new bond issuances paying virtually nothing, and
the high cost of volatility
protection, making it hard
to hedge. Zwirn quips,
“we are seeing liquidity
in the absence of solvency.” And he fears inflation
is more than transitory,
believing there’s a signif-

Investcorp-Tages’ Jon
Feeney explains fixed-income, credit strategy, and
discretionary macro performance has been constrained by unanticipated
rise in 10-year Treasury
prices, flattening of the
yield curve, and a rising
dollar--moves that have
upended many consensus reflation trades and
have increased uncertainty.
The chase for yield has
sent the junk bond prices
higher and their interest
rates to record lows,
according to ICE Bank of
America. And this trend is
likely fueling the surprise
of the first half: Distressed securities were
the top-performing hedge
fund strategy and the
only one to outpace the
market, returning 15.7%
versus the S&P 500’s gain
of 15.3%
This is eye-catching since
before the pandemic,
during the trailing five
years ending in 2019, the
strategy’s annualized
return was just 1.9%.
Massive monetary and

fiscal stimulus breathed
life back into the space,
helping it to surge more
than 13% in 2020.
Several funds in this
year’s top 50, while not
categorized as distressed, have significant
distressed exposure.
Millstreet Credit (No. 5)
was up 14.8% during
the first half of this year.
Mudrick Distressed Opportunities (No. 11, which
considers itself event
driven) was up nearly
17%.
The opportunistic distressed and equity fund
MAK One (No. 12) gained
more than 19% during
the first half of the year.
While manager Michael
Kaufman currently has
little exposure to distressed, he believes, “one
reason distressed may
be excelling is the availability of cheap money
has limited the number of
distressed opportunities,
pushing up valuations.”

and many underpriced
risks, Kaufman expects
tapering and interest rate
increases will be met with
increasing market volatility. And he fears if inflation
proves systemic, it will hit
most asset classes and
securities prices hard.
Millstreet Credit’s
co-portfolio manager
Brian Connolly agrees
current trends are not
sustainable over the
long haul. “High yield is
in uncharted territory,”
explains Connolly, “with
the average yield-toworst well inside of 4%.
Even more disconcerting
is over one-third of the

space is trading inside
of 3%.” But he is more
sanguine than Kaufman,
still seeing long as well as
short opportunities.
Millstreet invests exclusively in high-yield shorter-term debt. Its research
team is finding fundamentally sound small- and
mid-cap underpriced
debt, which may benefit
from the continuing economic rebound over the
next 12 months.
To avoid getting hurt
shorting, given the unpredictable meme craze,
the fund primarily targets
144A private placement

debt that can only be
purchased by institutions.
And with cheap interest
rates likely to remain
around for a while, the
team also sees opportunities shorting callable
high-yield debt “whose
upside is pinned against
the call price, with risk
more likely limited, unlike
an equity short.”
So what to think about
prospects for this rest of
this year?
After seeing the S&P 500
double in value in just
one year, Iteram’s Marc
Sbeghen thinks over the
near term the market will

more likely correct than
add another 20%. “Historical data bears this
out,” explains Sbeghen.
(See chart below.)
By nature thoughtful and
cautious, Jon Feeney is
a bit more upbeat. He
says overall it’s hard to
be bearish in this environment with so many
positive forces clearly
supporting higher asset
prices, in spite of how
frothy they are getting.
“And trying to time a
market peak,” concludes
Feeney, “is just as hard
as trying to figure a bear
market’s bottom.” ■

S&P 500: RECENT CORRECTIONS FROM 2003-2021

He adds, “it takes a seriously troubled business
to fall into distress today
when credit markets are
so exuberant.” But he
believes there will be an
explosion of opportunities in the space.
Because of the massive
market distortions created by the aggressive
monetary intervention

Source: Bloomberg
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For the third year in a
row the Top 50 funds collectively demonstrated
asset managers, relying
on a variety of strategies,
generating net returns
comparable to the S&P
500 with significantly
less risk and perfor-

2021 GLOBAL SURVEY OF THE TOP 50 HEDGE FUNDS
mance that was largely independent of the
market. Hedged equity,
multistrategy, and global
macro funds led the way
with more than half the
funds in the Top 50 managing less than $1 billion.

tion sense.” Broadly speaking, he sees multiple, not
real earnings, expansion
driving markets higher. As a
result, “many investors are
looking away from the essential indicators and more
towards technical analysis and sheer momentum
which isn’t sustainable,”
explains D’Alesio.

by Eric Uhlfelder

Hedge Fund Investing
During The Time of
Covid-19: Part II

Uncertainty and volatility
that characterized 2020
was a boon for many hedge
funds. Last year’s Top 50
funds delivered collective
returns that were in line
with the market, but they
did so with far less drawdown and volatility.

Active fund management—with a big assist from central banks
and government stimulus—smoothed the ride over last year’s
turbulent markets, and this year’s volatility is providing more opportunities and new risks.
“The test of a firstrate intelligence is
the ability to hold two
opposed ideas in mind
at the same time and
still retain the ability to
function.”
- F. Scott Fitzgerald
What a difference a year
makes.
Last spring, this survey was
focused entirely on what
everyone felt: the world had
suddenly changed. A deadly pandemic was metasta-

1

sizing at warp speed across
the planet.
Economies and societies
locked down, unemployment soared, real interest
rates turned negative,
stocks collapsed, and the
exponential spread of
Covid-19 led to more US
deaths related to Covid-19
than in all the major wars
fought in the 20th and 21st
centuries.
When central banks and
governments unleashed
unprecedented liquidity,

investors looked past the
trauma that was unfolding,
which sent equity markets
soaring. Further, the fear of
cascading business failures
hasn’t materialized. By the
second half of 2020, investors decided nothing really
had changed.
Economist David Rosenberg put the market recovery in simple terms. “Over
the past 40 years, the difference between monetary
and economic growth has
been about 1%. In 2020,
this spread gapped to
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around 30%. Excess liquidity that’s not being absorbed
by the economy is finding a
home in the financial markets.” [See Rosenberg's
Q&A on pp. 17-18.]
With bond yields and
spreads at record lows,
equities were the primary
beneficiary of this excess
investment liquidity.
With economies reopening
and pent up demand unleashed, the growth outlook

looks robust. In April, the
International Monetary
Fund projected global
growth of 6% in 2021 and
4.4% in 2022.
The Economist magazine
recently reported,“businesses are starting to
invest in huge numbers. In
America, capital spending
is rising at an annual rate
of 15%, both on hard stuff,
such as machines and
factories, and intangibles,

like software. Firms in other
parts of the world are also
ramping up spending. Forecasts for business investment have never looked so
rosy.”
While Giovanni D’Alesio,
head of alternative investment research at the $132
billion Swiss-based asset
manager GAM, is well
aware of these trends, he
believes, “equity fundamentals don’t make any valua-

And this year’s Top 50, twothirds of which made the
leap from the 2020 survey, did even better. They
averaged gains of more
than 24% in 2020 versus
the S&P 500 Total Returns
of 18.40%. And they more
than doubled the hedge
fund industry average gains
of 11.14%.
And positive results have
continued through the
first quarter of 2021, with
the S&P 500 up 6.2%, the
average hedge fund appreciating by 4.8%, and the Top
50 returning 5.4%.
But making the cut for this
survey involved more than
having thrived last year.
The Top 50 represented
broad strategy funds with

About This
Year's Survey
My 18th annual global
hedge fund survey is being
published under my own
banner--Global Investment
Report. The 17 previous
editions were commissioned by The Financial
Times, Barron’s, The Wall
Street Journal, and last
year by SALT.
This year’s survey continues improvements I’ve
been making on methodology and reporting, which
I initiated in the 2019 Wall
Street Journal version.
This included extending
the period for which performance is ranked to the
trailing 5 years. Further
enhancements included
tracking worst drawdown,
standard deviation, Sharpe
Ratio, and market correlation over the same period
to gain a more complete
understanding of performance.
With the exception of
market correlation, I also
tracked these metrics
since the inception of each
fund—which was never
done in any previous survey. With the average fund
age being nearly 15 years,
this revealed performance
consistency that extends
back to when each qualifying fund was launched.
Combining this extensive statistical study with
qualitative overview of the
hedge fund industry as
observed by leading global
allocators, economists,
consultants, and managers who made the Top 50
presents a comprehensive
assessment of what the
most consistent performing hedge funds can deliver
and what they expect may
play out for the rest of
2021.
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